ABSTRACT With the increasing construction of offshore engineering, there is an increasing demand for the floating transportation of offshore-unpowered facilities. Current offshore towing floating transportation is manipulated uniformly through manual command, which depends on the experience to control and coordinate. There will be delay in the manipulation time, and the manual factor has great influence. The intelligent control method is introduced to establish the cooperative control strategy, and the design of a cooperative controller could increases the adaptive regulation capacity of the system, which applies the coupling correlation of systems to realize the automatic regulation for the direction and towing force. The rapid, intelligent, and stable turning of system could be accomplished. Finally, through simulation and hardware experimental testing analysis, the track and direction changes under different sea conditions are compared with the control quality, and the performance of the cooperative strategy is analyzed, acquiring excellent control effect, which is of guiding significance for the intelligent control practice of the system.
I. INTRODUCTION
At present, with prosperous development of the cross-sea bridge, drilling platforms and other large-scale offshore projects, there is wide demand for the implementation of civil engineering construction, and the needs for freight volume of unpowered civil facilities also become more and more increasing. Those unpowered facilities need to rely on the vessel towing to assist its floating transport on the sea due to its no motive power. The unpowered facilities usually need to be equipped with several tugboats to guarantee the reliability of its transport. The coordination among the tugboats mainly depends on the manual control. The condition of each tugboat shall be understood while adjusting. Not only shall the manipulation influence of single tugboat be considered, the manipulation of other tugboat shall be coordinated, making it match up with the movement of towing object entirely. It will result in lengthening the manipulation time of the whole towingsystem and slowing the speed of the system. The system will be greatly affected by the human factor with weak selfadaptive capacity, which causes the risk probability of towing. Once any one tugboat could not coordinate timely or goes wrong, it may result in the overturning or sinking of unpowered facilities, which is beyond retrieval and causes enormous losses.
In recent years, the research and development of unmanned intelligent ship becomes mature gradually, and the intelligent control technology has been applied in the field of navigation. As for the towing control of towing system, the research is focused on the stability of towing. Bernitsas et al. (1986) [1] revealed the influence of rapid changes of stress caused by the nonlinear elastic mooring rope on system stability through perturbation analysis. Grosenbaugh et al. (1997) [2] further concluded that the factor of shear force on the mooring rope mainly results in the fluctuation of motion amplitude based on the experimental data of actual ship. Yang and Xia (1997) [3] and other scholars established the model of ship's position of towing ship and towed ship based on the MMG model, considering the angle changes of mooring rope of the system and researching on the condition of motion tracks after manipulation. Hara et al. (2004) [4] designed and optimized towing auxiliary system to prospect the drift motion in towing in which the motion trends of ship in towing system is demonstrated and the tugboat is adjusted correspondingly. Zhou (2005) [5] designed to adopt the nonlinear controller to limit the horizontal motion of towed ship within a small scope and then guarantee the stability of towing through finding out the relevance of the course deviation of tugboat and towed boat. Jiang and Sharma (2008) [6] used 3-DOF control model and combined the state equation to simulate the power response process of PID autopilot on the tugboat to discuss the influence of tugboat parameters on the stability effect of system and analyze the critical curve of stability. Fitriadhy et al. (2013) [7] took the interaction relations between towrope and ship from the perspective of mooring rope and divided the mooring rope into small unit by using the finite element method, gradually setting up the towrope position pattern and introducing to the motion model of ship, which established the towing model of the whole system in the end. Fang et al. (2014) [8] used the PD controller optimized by the neural network algorithm to control the course of tugboat to guarantee the track of the towed unpowered ship, it conducts simulation demonstration on three unpowered ships towed by the towing vessel, acquiring excellent control result.
Currently, the researches at home and abroad mostly research in the towing control motion model and the stability of motion track. As for the aspect of towing control, only the single-vessel control of tugboat is touched. While the attention paid on the whole system is little. Most descriptions are involved in the manual manipulation, but the research on the moving posture of towed facility with intelligent control is not much covered. This paper researches on the intelligent coordination method among tugboats targeting at the system, aiming at driving the towing system of unpowered facility to move automatically by adopting certain control technology. In addition, the tugboat could intelligently adjust the respective motion according to the moving track of the object, which could make the system turn intelligently and control the deviation of towed facilities, guaranteeing the entire stability performance.
It is believed to have the following advantages: (1) it is less dependent on the mathematical model of the plant, and pays more attention to the geometric correlation in motion; (2) To a certain extent, it is insensitive to intersystem disturbances; (3) The cooperative control algorithm is simple and easy to realize physically.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, the analysis of cooperative control strategy of towing system is given. Section III presents the intelligent cooperative turning control approach of course angle and towing force. The simulation experiments and stability analysis are given in Section IV, and tank experiments for different situations to illustrate the applicability of the proposed method is given in Section V. Finally, one concludes this paper in Section VI.
II. ANALYSIS OF COOPERATIVE CONTROL STRATEGY
Synergetics is one of the representative theories of complex science, exploring the finally-formed overall pattern of the entire complex system, which was initially proposed by Herman and Ling in 1970s [9] . Synergy refers to coordination and cooperation, which could be regarded as the ordered and self-organized collective action under the dominance of universal law. Herman Haken researched the synergistic effect from the perspective of order parameter and dominance that mobilizes the entire motion and the action of each part in the whole affects the changes of order parameter. As for the towing system, the dominance principle is the overall strategy of the turning motion of control systemand order parameter refers to the influencing parameter of tugboat and towed facilities. The synergetics principle is utilized to implement the cooperative control among the towing systems. In actual towing configuration, according to the difference of the towing resistance of unpowered facilities, there is difference between the position and quantity of configuration. The more the configuration of tugboat is, the more complex the regulation strategy is. As for the towing system researched by this paper, the two tugboats shall be the basis for the research (shown in Fig. 1 ), assuming that the total towing force provided by two tugboats could resist the towing resistance of the system, the channel and other facility conditions could meet the turning navigation of towing system.
In this paper, the intelligent turning of towing system under the cooperative control strategy is the focused research, which makes it automatically move to the designated turning course. In motion process, not only the courses of three individuals shall be guaranteed to reach the turning direction, but also the shifting and vibration at the right and left direction shall be reduced, maintaining the stable turning to the greatest extent.
The towed facility is unpowered controlled, which affects the turning motion of entire towing system. Since the mooring rope pulls the tugboat and towed facility, the towing force imposing different intensity and direction controls the motion track. Meanwhile, due to the changes of tugboat's position, it will affect changes between the towing force and course angle of mooring rope. Therefore, the towing force and turning angle of tugboat are selected for the key factors on cooperative control strategy, to directly control the posture adjustment of unpowered facility by controlling the two tugboats, reaching the purpose of stable turning.
According to Fig. 2 , the motion track of two tugboats affects the motion track of the unpowered facility through cooperative control of towing force, and the course of sidetowing tugboat affects the motion track by cooperative control of course angle. Therefore, the position of tugboat and towed facility conducts the design of the coordination control algorithm. As the figure shows that the towing force and course angle are controlled by the position changes of the towing system, further affecting the track of entire system and reaching the goal of intelligent coordination.
III. DESIGN OF INTELLIGENT COOPERATIVE CONTROL
In the towing system shown in Fig.1 , the ahead-towing tugboat mainly tows the unpowered facility forward and side-towing tugboat is mainly used to assist the turning of unpowered facility. This selected research is on the right-turn of system. The unpowered facility conducts floating transportation towed by two tugboats. When the system sheers off, the ahead-towing tugboat swerves firstly, driving the motion of unpowered facility through the mooring rope. Because the towered object has no power, it will result in horizontal deviation in certain degree, while the side-towing tugboat is used to reduce such kind of horizontal vibration, assisting the unpowered facility to reach the sheering angle as soon as possible. controllable factors as course angle and towing force. The position of tugboat and towed object could be adjusted through the intelligent coordination of these two aspects, reducing the deviation influence and stabilizing the sheering.
A. SHIP POSITION MODEL OF THE TOWING SYSTEM
According to the Section II, the cooperative control of system is closely related to the information of ship's position. In accordance with the sheering system shown as Fig. 3 , the position model of towing is established [10] - [12] , the x-axis is the due-north direction.
On the basis of the Fig. 4 , it gets the equation as following:
Where, y 1 x 1 is the coordinate of centre-of-gravity position of ahead-towing tugboat, y 2 x 2 is the coordinate of centre-ofgravity position of unpowered facility, y 3 x 3 is the coordinate of centre-of-gravity position of side-towing tugboat. ϕ 1 ϕ 2 ϕ 3 is the course value of ahead-towing tugboat, unpowered facility and side-towing tugboat respectively. xp 1 xp 2 is the distance from the end point of mooring rope to the center of gravity of ahead-towing tugboat and unpowered facility, xp 3 xp 4 is the distance from the end point of mooring rope to the center of gravity of side-towing tugboat and unpowered facility. r 12 r 23 is the included angle of two mooring ropes with the due-north direction respectively. w 1 w 2 w 3 w 4 is the included angle between respective course and mooring rope. The specific position is shown as Fig. 4 .
Formula (1) and (2) respectively describe the change influence between ship's position and course of towing system, considering the coupling correlation among mooring ropes. The change trends of length and angle of mooring rope is acquired, which is the premise and condition of cooperative regulation.
B. COOPERATIVE CONTROL OF COURSE ANGLE
In course control, the ahead-towing tugboat plays a leading role, which sheers according to designed sheering angle. Through the coupling relations of mooring rope among systems, the suitable sheering range is acquired and then vested to the side-towing tugboat, which makes its course change with the course cooperation of ahead-towing tugboat. The course changes of two independent tugboats are correlated to realize the intelligent regulation.
When the unpowered facility has horizontal deviation d, the included angle between course and mooring rope is w 1 (shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 ) and the relation is as follows:
Where, l is the length of mooring cable connecting the ahead-towing tugboat and unpowered facility, and the change of l shall be neglected. The change of deviation d in the formula (3) is in conformity with the change of w 1 . To decrease the deviation, the side-towing tugboat makes the unpowered facility close to the ideal state in Fig. 3 and converts the distance to the change of w 1 , hence, the course of side-towing tugboat adjusts to the angle w 1 in the shipfixed coordinate system for compensating the deviation angle between unpowered facility and the ahead-towing tugboat, w 1 value can be made to tend to be 0. Considering the conversion into coordinate axis of the globe, the course of side-towing tugboat can be changed into:
Under steering regulation of the system, the steering course of side-towing tugboat is r 12 . Combining the ship's position model in the A part of Section III, r 12 's value is determined by ship position information of the ahead-towing tugboat and unpowered facility, and the solution can be acquired in accordance with formula (1).
Hence, when the steering angle ϕ d of the system is given, the ahead-towing tugboat steers in accordance with ϕ d value. Ship position of the system is changed under the towing effect of mooring rope and then the steering angle of the side-towing tugboat is controlled in accordance with the change of ship's position, and form the cooperative control of the course angle. When the steering finishes and the system turn to be stable, the unpowered facility approaches to the ideal state and the r 12 approaches to ϕ 1 value. The entire course trend in the system tends to ϕ d .
C. COOPERATIVE CONTROL OF TOWING FORCE
When the course angle controls the system attitude, intersystem changes shall be transmitted mainly through the cable force. The cable force intensity is affected by the towing force provided by tugboat. During the steering of system, the tugboat position and the towed facility shall keep changing, thus affecting the magnitude of towing force needed during towing. During the practical control, the magnitude of towing force can be changed by adjusting the engine telegraph to change the rotation speed of main engine. In intelligent control, it judges when it needs to change the magnitude of towing force by itself.
Since the towing system is composed by three individuals, it can be deemed as a group. By using cluster concept, the relative motion among the individuals in the group and the macroscopic motion between the entire group and the external environment both come from the attraction and repulsion around the ''potential field''. The potential field here can be virtual force field-artificial potential field function [13] - [15] on mathematical meaning. The interaction among individuals can make the entire group form a fixed network topology.
V ij , the artificial potential field function inside the group, is a non-negative, differentiable and unbounded function related to distance r ij (r ij = r i − r j ), and it meets the following conditions:
(
(2) When the distance r ij between individual i and individual j reaches a certain value, V ij has a minimum value. Then the following potential field function can be constructed in accordance with the definition:
Where, r ij is the distance between two adjacent individuals, c > 0 is the gain coefficient and d b is the equilibrium distance preset between two adjacent individuals. The minimum value in potential field function is acquired when the individual distance is equal to d b . When the distance between the adjacent individuals is more than d b , they will attract mutually, otherwise, they will repulse mutually. Hence, the assembly and separation behavior of the individual in group can be adjusted by the potential field function above. The attraction and repulsion can be described as the potential field force:
The thought of artificial potential field function is usually applied to formation control and formation tracking [16] - [18] . However, during the towing system, the individual is connected with mooring rope and the precise localization tracking is not needed among ships, either. Considering that the ship's position relationship among the systems affects the adjustment of towing force, the assembly and separation between tugboat and the facility towed can be judged with the assistance of potential field function concept.
With the method of artificial potential function, when the system steers, the change of individual ship's position causes the attraction -repulsion change of potential field force. Take the ideal condition of system in Fig. 3 and set the equilibrium distance d b , when the distance among the individuals keeps equilibrium, it is not affected by any potential field force and adjustment is not needed; once the equilibrium is broken away, the individuals are affected by attraction or repulsion so as to cause the change of the magnitude of towing force needed. During the cooperative control of towing force, it is mainly the deployment between the ahead-towing tugboat and the unpowered facility as well as the side-towing tugboat and the unpowered facility. By calculating the ship's position distance between them and bringing in formula (6) , it acquires the positive-negative of potential field force. When F < 0, it is attraction and the towing force shall become strong; when F > 0, it is repulsion, the towing force shall become weak. However, considering characteristics like the big rotational inertia among the systems, hysteresis ductility and so on, the condition to judge the towing force adjustment is also needed for reinforcement. The change angle between the mooring rope and the included angle of course in the A part of Section III is utilized to carry out judgment of the trend.
For the ahead-towing tugboat with unpowered facility, when w 1 in Fig. 4 deviates a certain range and its change trend increases, that is to say, when it meets |w 1 | > θ andẇ 1 > 0, if it reflects attraction, the towing force raises, otherwise, it decreases. For side-towing tugboat with unpowered facility, when w 1 in Fig. 4 deviates a certain range and w 3 change trend increases, that is to say, when it meets |w 1 | > θ andẇ 3 > 0, if it reflects attraction at the moment, the towing force raises, otherwise, it decreases.
IV. SIMULATION VERIFICATION A. COOPERATIVE CONTROL TECHNOLOGY
MMG model uses to carry out motion modeling. The unpowered facility defaults to rigid-body form and the soft mooring rope as nylon rope is adopted in the system. The rigid-body dynamics is utilized to carry out modeling and the ship's position model in the A part of Section III is combined to acquire the motion trend of towing system. The steering angle is set as 30 degrees to carry out PID course control for aheadtowing tugboat. The side-towing tugboat carries out course cooperative control in accordance with the formula (4), which will be substituted into ship's position model, and at the moment, the course is changed to be:
Referring to the actual conditions of the tugboat, there set the four rank of engine telegraph gears-full speed, half speed, low speed and dead slow speed, which represent different rank of towing force, and the half speed shall be set in the beginning. Assuming that the corresponding mooring rope force on each gear is fixed, towing force regulation in accordance with the C part of Section III shall be carried out.
The towing force variation law of ahead-towing and sidetowing ship is that:
Among them,
Where, the up arrow stands for increasing one rank of engine telegraph, the down arrow stands for reducing one rank of engine telegraph.
Towing ship and unpowered facility parameters are following: This uses simulink platform of MATLAB to implement model building to carry out emulation proof. In the process of steering, the motion track is obtained by using the cooperative control technology under the condition of adding the wind and wave disturbance model. The Fig. 6 acquires the steering track in accordance with the system in Fig. 3 , taking the ship's centre-of-gravity position as the sampling site of track and selecting a certain sample interval with connecting line showing. The blue,red,green point represent the centre-of-gravity position of ahead-towing ship model, unpowered ship model, sidetowing ship model respectively. (same in following diagram).It can be seen from the entire trend that although there is fluctuation with small range, it will not break away from the towing position or cause large change, which effectively suppresses the distraction effect. The distance between the side-towing tugboat and unpowered facility will finally gradually shorten, the track trend of system will gradually be gentle in the later period of steering and the steering goal will be achieved.
B. STABILITY ANALYSIS
For the surface ship, its stationary state is uniform straightline navigation. After the system steers, course changes and the centre-of-gravity track will finally recover to be a straight line, which is called straight-line motion stability [8] . After passing this cooperative control steering, the proof system still keep straight-line stable state. The Fig. 7 respectively shows the unpowered facility after its course is regulated and the course change of side-towing tugboat. The x-coordinate shows the sampling time and the y-coordinate shows the angle. It can be known that the unpowered facility is affected by two tugboats, the course change is rather big and the randomness is rather strong. During the control, it is affected by the stormy waves so as to cause the course floating, but by control and adjustment, it is gradually close to the set course and the steering finishes at the moment and gradually reaches the stable trend.
The course of side-towing tugboat is affected by the angle change of the system. The adjustment in the beginning is rather big but gradually tends to steering goal after cooperative control, which is also affected by the stormy waves so as to cause floating. There is a slight error between the course value and set course value in the later period, but it generally reaches the course stability with the unpowered facility together. The Fig. 8 shows the towing force change of ahead-towing and side-towing tugboat to unpowered facility during the steering. After cooperative control, the two towing forces both carry out adjustment in accordance with the judgmental strategy, but rather frequent fluctuation trend occurs in the process, which fluctuates back and forth between the zero towing force. Mainly due to the influence of scope limitation of rope length, during simulation, the force length of mooring rope is limited. When the length of mooring rope exceeds the supper limit set, the broken cable occurs; when it is less than the lower limit set, although it keeps connected, the mooring rope presents the state without force and it is zero at the moment. Finally, it keeps fluctuating around the lower limit set with a small range and nearly does not change any more, so the fluctuation phenomenon on the figure occurs, which means the steering of the system reaches stability. The steering process finishes and next the direct route of the system starts, in which new regulation that is not involved in the paper in this stage is needed to be carried out.
In conclusion, the system can reach a stable state through cooperative steering. Since inter-system individuals are connected by mooring rope made in flexible materials, the rope keeps changing during steering and has randomness, which will affect the force condition, while the entire system can still keep stable. 
V. TANK EXPERIMENT A. HARDWARE IMPLEMENTATION PLATFORM
For towing system in thispaper, it designes the hardware implementtation platform with upper and lower computer system construction [19] - [21] . The upper computer mainly uses PC software platform on shore to carry out the core treatment of cooperative algorithm and analyses course and towing force control information. The lower machine is mainly the equipment platform of ship model, which is composed of the hardwares including motion control panel, wireless communication module, HMR3300 electronic compass, accelerated speed equipment and so on. The upper and lower computers carry out intercommunication mainly by wireless module circuit. The lower computer transmits the course and position data to the upper computer during the shipąŕs model navigation, and the upper computer gives feedback on the control data of helm order and engine telegraph gear to the control panel of lower computer so as to control the rudder and motor, achieving the adjustement of ship model course and towing force. Then the unpowered facility is towed by the mooring rope that changes with ship model, and keeps cycling and reciprocating till the steering finishes. The specific frame is shown as follows ( Fig. 9): 
B. TESTING AND ANALYSIS
The pool laboratory for naval architecture and ocean engineering is utilized as the scene of towing system movement. The pool laboratory is equipped with environment generation equipment of wind, wave and flow. 5 sets of wave maker generate the wave with different wave length and 4 units of wind maker create the wind condition with different wind directions and wind scales for forming the disturbance environment of the experiment. The posture condition of the system under natural hydrostatic environment and adding wind and flow distraction are verified (shown in Fig. 10 ).
1) HYDROSTATIC CONDITION
The ahead-towing ship model is given for 30 • rightwards turning course and the equipment is connected. At this time, according to above hardware design scheme, the side-towing ship model sheers off in accordance with the cooperative control strategy of course and then drives the un-powered ship model to move. Based on the collected information, the towing force grade of ahead-towing and side-towing shall be further adjusted according to the cooperative control strategy of towing force. The process is repeated until it reaches the turning target. In Fig. 11 , the blue line is a connecting line among the points at the same time. Because affected by the delay of hardware equipment transmission, the collected data presents dispersed point shape. In initial status, the ahead-towing ship model is located at the ahead of unpowerd ship model, the side-towing ship model is located at the left side of upowered ship model. The system starts to turn rightwards and the unpowered ship model gradually moves due to the traction of mooring rope at both sides. The distance among the aheadtowing, side-towing and unpowered ship boat becomes larger. From the bending amplitude of track, it is shown that the bending amplitude of ahead-towing ship model is the maximum, that of unpowered ship model is the next and that of side-towing ship model is the minimum. The result illustrates that in system turning, the unpowered system is mainly pulled by the ahead-towing ship model to move towards, while the side-towing ship model adjusts its course according to course cooperative strategy, mainly assisting the turning. In general, the horizontal fluctuation of track of unpowered ship model is not clear and the turning track trend is basically consistent VOLUME 6, 2018 with the trends of ahead-towing and side-towing ship model. After the completion of turning goal in later period, the entire system maintains stable. Fig. 13 , the diagram of towing force grade shows that there is no change of towing force grade, indicating that the deviation distance in system is controlled in the regulating rules and there is no need for towing force adjustment.
2) DISTRACTION CONDITION OF WIND AND FLOW
In actual towing operation, it will distracted by the water flow and storm waves. Therefore, 2 sets of flow maker and 2 units of draught fan are added in pool environment, which causes external wind and flow distraction, the control condition of system could be studied.
In Fig. 14 , the track shows the distance between aheadtowing ship model and unpowered ship model becomes large gradually but the track is basically stable. There is evident winding fluctuation of the track of side-towing ship model. The distance among ahead-towing,side-towing ship model and unpowered ship model is large, meanwhile the mooring rope is tightening by stress. At this moment, through the upregulation of towing force grade, the towing force increases to resist the distraction influence. After the system regulation, the system maintains stable generally in later period and the turning target is realized. Although the track fluctuates under the distraction, it will not affect the stability of system.
In Fig. 15 , the course trend shows the course of system has big fluctuation under the traction. Because the aheadtowing and side-towing ship model could conduct power control, the fluctuation in early stage is large and it reaches the turning target in later stage. While under the distraction and traction of mooring rope, the course change of unpowered ship model is random and the fluctuation is large. In early stage, the course trend is contrary to the ahead-towing direction, which changes gradually under the assistance of sidetowing ship model. However, in turning angle, there appears divergence among three ship models. The side-towing ship model has big difference with the predicted turning angle and the unpowered ship model exceeds the predicted turning angle. At this time, though the system track is stable, the course is distracted largely, meanwhile the adjustment amplitude of system course is severe, resulting in the deviation of predicted course. In Fig. 16 , the towing force change shows the changes of towing force grade, in which the adjustment is caused by the deviation of distance in system. Therefore, above hydrostatic and distraction condition shows that the ahead-towing ship model plays a leading role in system turning, driving the changes of unpowered ship model. While the side-towing ship model mainly plays the auxiliary role in assisting the course change of unpowered ship model and reducing the function of track deviation. Particularly under distraction condition, the function of adjustment is evident. However, under the influence of distraction, the course deviation is large. Although the system is stable through regulation, the effect of course regulation is not evident, weakening the control for the yawing of unpowered ship model.
VI. CONCLUSION
The intelligent cooperative control strategy is put forward for the control of towing system for the first time. The degree of course and towing force is automatically adjusted through the correlation among systems to further realize the intelligent turning, which harvests excellent effect and has certain application perspective. Through the model simulation and physical model test, the feasibility of cooperative strategy of the system is validated. From the perspective of system trend, the system could maintain the performance of stability after the cooperative control. This paper makes a preliminary attempt for the intelligent control of towing system. However, lots of key problem have to be solved to expand to the actual application. The cooperative strategy designed only directs at the turning demand of system. As for the distraction influence, the effect on posture adjustment is not very well for stronger distraction. Because the actual navigation of ship is a complex system, other factors need to be combined for enhancing the judgment strategy in future, improving the control precision and capacity to resist the distraction of the system. Therefore, more researches are needed to gradually perfect the intelligent control of towing system.
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